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Dragon Fever: A Dark Kings Novella
The Dark Kings have fought for centuries to preserve their dragon magic. But can one warrior
resist the greatest temptation of all. . .? A DESIRE THIS POWERFUL In his quest to destroy
the Dark Fae—his nemesis—the Dragon King known as Kiril goes to Ireland as a spy. When a
gorgeous, mysterious woman tries to seduce him, Kiril instantly sees through her glamour to
the Dark Fae beneath. Shara isn't just any Dark; she's from one of the most powerful
bloodlines—and despite the dangers, Kiril can't stay away from her. He's enthralled by her
smile, enslaved by the undeniable passion IS A WAR WORTH FIGTING FORShara has one
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chance to make things right with her family—and to prove her worth. It seemed like such an
easy missionuntil she actually meets Kiril. His charm, his sexual magnetism is too much for her
to ignore. Shara knows that falling into Kiril's arms can bring her nothing but trouble. Yet she
discovers an inner strength she didn't know she hadand an attraction that knows no bounds.
But is her desire for Kiril worth the risk of eternal doom for them both?in Burning Desire by
Donna Grant

The Progressive English reading books
Dangerous Highlander
Includes an excerpt from Smoke and fire, by Donna Grant.

Hitler's Monsters
First in an exclusive four-part e-serial by New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant! In
Darkest Flame: Part 1 Kellan has been asleep for over a thousand years. The Keeper of the
Dreagan History, he prefers to be left alone, especially by the humans he despises. But when
an alluring woman is left to die in his cave, he is moved by her situation—and her beauty—to
help her in the only way he knows howto take her to Dreagan Manor Betrayed and left for
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dead, Denae has little idea of how she ended up at Dreagan. Promised with a new identity in
exchange for information, Denae knows this is her chance at a new life. What she doesn't
expect is the uncontrollable desire she feels for her irresistibly sexy rescuer. A man whose
secrets appear to run as dark as his passion "Time travel, ancient legends, and seductive
romance are seamlessly interwoven into one captivating package."—Publishers Weekly on the
Dark Warrior series "Once again, Donna Grant has given the readers a great story." —Night
Owl Reviews Top Pick on MIDNIGHT'S PROMISE

Smoke and Fire
"Anson is a fierce Dragon King, a dragon shapeshifter born and bred to protect his own. But
when a rogue tech company hacks into their world, he must join forces with the unlikeliest of
allies: a human female. Her name is Devon Abrams. A rising star at the firm, she has no idea
that her boss is in league with the sinister Fae and their secret war against humanity. If Anson
gains her trust, he can defeat the enemy from within. But first he must fight his own attraction
to this exquisitely beautiful mortal"--Amazon.com.

The Darkest Assassin
Soul Scorched
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From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Donna Grant comes a new story in
her Dragon Kings series… Marked by passion A promise made eons ago sends Sebastian to
Italy on the hunt to find an enemy. His quarry proves difficult to locate, but there is someone
who can point him in the right direction – a woman as frigid as the north. Using every seductive
skill he’s acquired over his immortal life, his seduction begins. Until he discovers that the
passion he stirs within her makes him burn for more… Gianna Santini has one love in her life –
work. A disastrous failed marriage was evidence enough to realize she was better off on her
own. That is until a handsome Scot strolled into her life and literally swept her off her feet. She
is unprepared for the blazing passion between them or the truth he exposes. But as her world
begins to unravel, she realizes the only one she can depend on is the very one destroying
everything - a Dragon King. **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new
readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s
series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**

Dark King
Dark Craving
A collection of five short stories that have been made into movies includes "The Mangler," in
which a skeptical writer investigates a supposedly haunted hotel room that has apparently
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caused at least forty-two deaths.

The Darkest King
Flame is the next Dark Kings book in New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant's series.
If she believed in destiny, she would believe they were meant for each other. But that fire was
put out long ago. . . Living among the Dragon Kings, Cain has spent lifetimes learning to
distrust both mortals and Fae. He is a warrior born—and every instinct demands that he fight to
keep his own kind safe. But when a fringe member of the Dark Fae contacts the Kings with an
urgent warning, Cain is torn for the first time. How can he trust this beautiful creature when
resisting his primal attraction to her is battle enough? Noreen is horrified by what her kind and
the malevolent Others are planning for the Dragon Kings. Dark Fae or not, there are lines she
will not cross—even if it means risking her life. But she never imagined that she would risk her
heart until she meets Cain. She wants him with a soul-deep desire that frightens herand
endangers them both. Is saying goodbye to everything Noreen has ever known worth a love
that will span time and realms? Praise for the Dark Kings series: “Provocative [and]
sizzling.”—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) “A must-read.”—Night Owl Reviews

Fire Rising
The Dragon Kings ruled over everything from the beginning of time with power and magic - and
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the ability to shift into dragon form. When the humans appeared, they protected them at all
costs. Now a new evil has risen and the Dragon Kings are reluctantly being pulled into a war
not of their choosing. What they don't expect is to find a love so powerful it threatens to change
everything they have ever known. Dive into New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant’s
compelling Dark Kings series with this chapter collection from each book in the series!
Featuring extended excerpts from: DARKEST FLAME FIRE RISING BURNING DESIRE HOT
BLOODED NIGHT'S BLAZE SOUL SCORCHED PASSION IGNITES SMOLDERING
HUNGER SMOKE AND FIRE FIRESTORM BLAZE HEAT

Dark Heat
Passion burns hot in Dragonfire, the next Dark Kings novel from New York Times bestseller
Donna Grant. It was a soul-deep longing, one that got into his bones and settled there, sending
whispers of desire through him. The need, the hunger, grew tenfold with every breath. . . . As a
Dragon King, Roman is sworn to protect all mortals—even though they no longer believe in
dragons. But deep in the Carpathian Mountains, he discovers a beautiful and mysterious gypsy
who possesses the power to see into his very soul. To reignite the fire in his heart. And to help
him find the long-lost sword that could save the dragons forever Sabina remembers the stories
her grandmother told her. Legends of dragons and kings, fire and ice. And she’s never
forgotten the dark prophecy that filled her ancestors with fear—a fate they tried to prevent by
stealing a Dragon King’s sword. Sabina knows that helping Roman is dangerous. He is a
dragon betrayed, and more powerful than any man. He could destroy her in a single fiery
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embrace. But how can she resist the longing in his eyes—or the feelings in her heart—when
their destinies are bound by desire? Praise for the Dark Kings series: “Provocative [and]
sizzling.” —RT Book Reviews (4 stars) “A must-read.” —Night Owl Reviews

Dragon King Coloring Book
When a Dark Warrior named Malcolm pulls the beautiful Evangeline Walker from a car wreck,
he is not prepared for the fact that she is a descendant of druids that dabbles in magic—or that
he would have such fiery emotions for her. Original.

Midnight's Master
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Donna Grant comes a new story in
her Dark Kings series… Destinies can’t be ignored. No one knows that better than Annita. For
as long as she can remember, it's been foretold she would find a dragon. A real-life dragon.
She’s beginning to think it was all some kind of mistake until she’s swimming in one of the
many caves around the island and discovers none other than a dragon. There is no fear as she
approaches, utterly transfixed at the sight of the creature. Then he shifts into the shape of a
thoroughly gorgeous man who spears her with bright blue eyes. In that instant, she knows her
destiny has arrived. And the dragon holds the key to everything. All Royden wanted was to find
an item his brother buried when they were children. It was supposed to be a quick and simple
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trip, but he should’ve known nothing would be easy with enemies like the Dragon Kings have.
Royden has no choice but to trust the beguiling woman who tempts him like no other. And in
doing so, they unleash a love so strong, so pure that nothing can hold it back. **Every 1001
Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s
world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as
much as we do.**

Hot Blooded
From Donna Grant, the story of a Dragon King - and computer mastermind - whose life takes a
turn when the woman he shared steamy encounters with long ago comes back into his life.

Dragon Lost: A Dark Kings Novella
The definitive history of the supernatural in Nazi Germany, exploring the occult ideas, esoteric
sciences, and pagan religions touted by the Third Reich in the service of power The Nazi
fascination with the occult is legendary, yet today it is often dismissed as Himmler's personal
obsession or wildly overstated for its novelty. Preposterous though it was, however,
supernatural thinking was inextricable from the Nazi project. The regime enlisted astrology and
the paranormal, paganism, Indo-Aryan mythology, witchcraft, miracle weapons, and the lost
kingdom of Atlantis in reimagining German politics and society and recasting German science
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and religion. In this eye-opening history, Eric Kurlander reveals how the Third Reich's
relationship to the supernatural was far from straightforward. Even as popular occultism and
superstition were intermittently rooted out, suppressed, and outlawed, the Nazis drew upon a
wide variety of occult practices and esoteric sciences to gain power, shape propaganda and
policy, and pursue their dreams of racial utopia and empire.

Ignite
Darkest Highlander Donna Grant In the acclaimed Dark Sword series, the darkest, fiercest
warriors of Scottish legend finally meet their match—in the brave, fiery hearts of the women
they cherish For years, Broc has watched over her, protected her—and hidden his love for her.
But when his beautiful Sonya, finds herself in a hopeless situation, the Highlander flies to her
side to save her. Unfortunately, before the Druidess can thank him, Broc is captured by his
enemy and destined for eternal pain Sonya vows to help her noble warrior, though he is
imprisoned in a mountain of pure evil—bound in chains of the darkest magic. With Sonya's
own magic fading, she must summon the greatest power of all to save the man she loves. But
even if these two hearts are united, will they be strong enough to defeat the heart of darkness?
Or will their undying love doom them for all eternity?

Passion Ignites
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Dark Alpha’s Lover is a brand new paranormal romance in her Reapers series featuring a
brotherhood of elite assassins from New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant. There is
no escaping a Reaper. I am an elite assassin, part of a brotherhood that only answers to
Death. And when Death says your time is up, I am coming for you I answer to no one but
Death. I am impenetrable, impervious, immortal. I exist to do Death's bidding and no one--not
Reaper nor human nor Fae--can stand in my way. Except for the bewitching half-Fae,
Catriona. She swears the magic in her family passed her by, but I know better. This woman is
strong. This woman is powerful. And when her abilities surge forth, no one will be able to stop
the Dark Fae from coming for her. Except for me. I want to keep her close. I want to keep her
safe. I want lose myself to her, again and again

Dragon Night: A Dark Kings Novella
FIRST IN THE EXCLUSIVE E-BOOK TRILOGY by the author of the Dark Sword and Dark
Warrior novels DONNA GRANT DARK CRAVING A Dark King Story Fueled by ancient
magic—and enflamed by human desire—the Dragon King known as Hal can transform himself
at will into one of the legendary winged creatures he is sworn to protect. But one thing he can
never do is fall in lovewith a mortal woman. Searching for her brother in Scotland—and
succumbing to the freezing cold—Cassie Hunter awakens to find herself in the arms of a
magnificent Highland warrior. Across his chest is the tattoo of a fiery dragon. And in his heart is
a burning passion that, once unleashed, will consume them bothbody and soul. This is a story
of destiny and desire, magic and mystery, warriors and lovers. These are the forbidden
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cravings of the Dark Kings. Don't miss the Dark Sword and Dark Warrior novels by Donna
Grant—also set in this scintillating world of Highland magic and legendary lovers.

Torched
Emma is torn between her passion for Julian and her need to protect him from the
consequences of a forbidden romantic partnership, a situation challenged by her relationship
with Mark and his efforts to regain his Shadowhunter capabilities.

Burning Desire
He consumed her with that kiss, leaving no question that whatever was happening between
them was meant to be-that it had always been meant to be HE LOVES FOR ETERNITY Thorn
is the bad boy of the Dragon Kings, a gorgeous, reckless warrior whose passions run wild and
fury knows no bounds. When he sees the brave, beautiful Lexi being lured into the Dark Fae's
trap, he has no choice but to rescue her from a fate worse than death. But by saving this
tempting mortal, he exposes himself to his fiercest enemy-and darkest desires. As the war
between Dragons and Fae heats up, so does the passion between Lexi and Thorn. And when
love is a battlefield, the heart takes no prisoners SHE LIVES FOR VENGEANCE Lexi is on a
mission of justice. Every day, she searches for the monster who murdered her friend. Every
night, she hides in the shadows and plots her revenge. But the man she seeks is more
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dangerous than she ever imagined. He is one of the Dark Fae who preys on human life, who
uses his unearthly power to seduce the innocent, and who is setting a trap just for her. Nothing
can save Lexi from a creature like this-except the one man who's been watching her every
movein Passion Ignites by New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant.

Lord of Shadows
Every inch of him was molded as if from graniteand her blood ran like fire For centuries, V has
waited to awaken from his doomed sleep and reclaim his destiny. But this Dragon King—one
among a legion of legendary warriors sworn to protect the human race from darkness—must
first find a way to win back his sword. Wield its power. And try not to fall prey to his own illicit
desires. Claire may possess the beauty and soul of a goddess but V knows better than to
mess with a mere mortal. Still, he instinctively knows that Claire is The One who can help him
regain the use of his sword and restore his place at Dreagan. But if she learns the truth about
who—and what—he really is, her memories of him would be erased forever. How can V love
Claire truly, madly, deeplyand protect her from the forces of fire and darkness that could
destroy them both? Praise for the Dark Kings series: “Provocative [and] sizzling.” —RT Book
Reviews (4 stars) “A must-read.” —Night Owl Reviews

Smoldering Hunger
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Dangerous Highlander is the first novel of Dark Sword—a breathtaking historical and
paranormal romance series from Donna Grant. The bold and passionate Lucan MacLeod—one
of three brothers cursed by dark magic for eternity—is driven by desire for the one woman he
dare not let himself possess He is magnificently strong—and dangerously seductive. One of
the fiercest of his clan, Lucan MacLeod is a legend among warriors, inspiring fear in man and
woman alike. For three hundred years, he has locked himself away from the world, hiding the
vengeful god imprisoned in his soul. But then, a young lass caught in a raging storm awakens
his deepest impulsesand darkest desires. Cara doesn't believe the rumors about the MacLeod
castle—until the majestic Highland warrior appears like a fiery vision in the storm, pulling her
into his powerful arms, and into his world of magic and Druids. An epic war between good and
evil is brewing. And Lucan must battle his all-consuming attraction for Cara—or surrender to
the flames of a reckless, impossible love that threatens to destroy them both

Knights of the Borrowed Dark
The King of Silvers. Cunning, perceptive, resourceful. Determined. Banished from Dreagan
eons ago because of a betrayal that shattered his entire existence, his sole focus in life is to
exact revenge against the Dragon Kings. A formidable fighter with centuries of rage on his
side, Ulrik will stop at nothing to take down those who exiled him. He has been alone, trusting
no one for thousands of years. Until she walks into his life. He should not yearn for her, but
there is no stopping the fiercely burning attraction. When he’s with her, he isn’t thinking of war
or revenge. He only thinks of her, craves her. Burns for her. But soon he will be forced to
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choose: Will he continue on his course of destruction or will he be able to set aside his
vengeance to save the woman who risked everything for him.

Constantine
A snarky fae, a sexy king, and forbidden desire deep as the sea.Once, I was a fae princess
with sea-magic at my fingertips. Now? I'm a hunted supernatural in a squalid shop, stripped of
my power. My only comforts are stale cookies, Elvis records, and my hula-hoop. Until a lethally
sexy fae king arrives and rips even those away. After the brutal king throws me in prison, I
strike a bargain with him: my freedom in exchange for helping him find a magic blade. What
Lyr doesn't know is that the blade might restore my stolen magic. But as we journey, the
gorgeous jerk is starting to make me feel things I've never felt. When Lyr touches me, desire
ignites. I see raging passion in his eyes, too. If I give in, I risk losing my chance at reclaiming
my power. Even worse I could be forfeiting my life.*** Readers of Sarah J. Maas, Laura
Thalassa, and K.F. Breene. will love the Sea Fae Series!

Dawn's Desire
He says I'm his fated mate.I say I'm his fated enemy.I was stripped of my royal title because of
him. I was banished to a deserted island and left to die because of him.Only when I'm his last
option does he remember I exist at all. Now this cruel king is taking me captive to be his bride,
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join his people, and save his kingdom from a spreading plague.The witch claims this is our
destiny written in the magic of the flames and the waves of the sea. I choose my own destiny
though. And I'll drown in those cold waters than ever be bound to him.Because he doesn't
need a fated fae mate. He needs a savior.And I'd rather die than be either of those things for
the Cruel King.NOTE: The Cruel Fae King is a fiery, panty melting enemies to lovers tale
intended for readers 18 and over. Fans of Holly Black, Sarah J Maas, and all things sexy fae
will fall in lusty hate with the Cursed Kingdoms Series.Reading OrderThe Cruel Fae King Releasing Nov 19thBook Two - Releasing Dec 10thBook Three - Release date coming soon

Flame
Contains an excerpt from Knights of the borrowed day: the forever court.

Blaze
New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant brings you another sizzling Dark Kings
novella. Governed by honor and ruled by desire There has never been a hunt that Dorian has
lost. With his sights sent on a relic the Dragon Kings need to battle an ancient foe, he won’t let
anything stand in his way – especially not the beautiful owner. Alexandra is smart and
cautious. Yet the attraction between them is impossible to deny – or ignore. But is it a road
Dorian dares to travel down again? With her vast family fortune, Alexandra Sheridan is never
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without suitors. No one is more surprised than she when the charming, devilish Scotsman
snags her attention. But the secrets Dorian holds is like a wall between them until one fateful
night when he shares everything. In his arms she finds passion like no other – and a love that
will transcend time. But can she give her heart to a dragon?? **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella
is a standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans,
it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**

Night's Awakening
The thrilling conclusion to the stunningly sexy e-series Darkest Flame by New York Times
bestselling author Donna Grant! In Darkest Flame: Part 4, Denae and Kellan must fight for their
lives. Denae is stunned by Kellan's lethal strength and is powerfully attracted to his magnificent
form as they battle the Dark Fae. As the stakes get higher, she knows she cannot live without
the dragon she loves Watching Denae fight, Kellan cannot believe he has such a strong, sexy
woman by his side. But when a blast of magic almost kills her, Kellan realizes that losing her
would be like losing a part of himself, and that the only way to keep her safe for eternity is for
her to be his mate "Time travel, ancient legends, and seductive romance are seamlessly
interwoven into one captivating package."—Publishers Weekly on the Dark Warrior series
"Once again, Donna Grant has given the readers a great story." —Night Owl Reviews Top Pick
on MIDNIGHT'S PROMISE
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Darkest Flame: Part 1
New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter returns with a brand-new addition to her
explosive Lords of the Underworld series featuring William, the story her fans have been
clamoring for. A merciless prince feared by all Cursed by a vengeful witch, William of the Dark
will die if he ever falls in love – murdered by the woman who steals his heart. His lone shot at
redemption is a book filled with indecipherable code. Break the code, break the curse. Now,
centuries later, he’s condemned to a string of one-night standsuntil he finds the only woman in
the worlds able to set him free. A rare creature of myth and power One of the last living unicorn
shifters, Sunday ‘Sunny’ Lane works from the shadows as a cryptanalyst, on the run from
assassins and poachers. Then the darkly seductive William abducts her, holding her captive in
Hell. The closer they get, the more she hungers for his touchand the stronger a mystical desire
to kill him becomes Both forever doomed? At war with his brother, Lucifer, and determined to
become a king of the underworld at long last, William must resist the irreverent beauty who
threatens his future. But every day Sunny tempts him more, his hunger for her unmatched. Will
he risk his heart – and his life – or will the curse ensure his end?

Dark Alpha's Lover
The Dark Kings are sworn to defend an ancient legacy of dragon magic. But their fiercest
challenge lies in the modern world, where a woman's love conquers all. These are their stories.
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Includes a bonus Dark Kings story: Passion's Claim! Dark Heat gathers together these favorite
stories of Donna Grant's Dark Kings. Dark Craving Fueled by ancient magic—and enflamed by
human desire—the Dragon King known as Hal can transform himself at will into one of the
legendary winged creatures he is sworn to protect. But one thing he can never do is fall in
lovewith a mortal woman. Night's Awakening The dark immortal warriors were never meant to
experience human desire. But when Guy, a member of an ancient order of shape-shifting
warriors, meets Elena—a mere mortal whose beauty and blind ambition shakes him to his
core—all bets are off Dawn's Desire For centuries, the Dragon Kings have hidden their
shapeshifting powers from the world. But when a mortal enemy threatens to expose them, the
warrior Banan must leave his secret lair in the Highlands to risk his life for the dragons
within—and resist the temptations of human love. Passion's Claim Banan has been waiting for
centuries for someone like Jane. Guy knew it was love at first sight with Elena. Can two
Dragon Kings commit to two immortal women for eternity? Or does fate have something else in
store?

Darkest Flame: Part 4
The Cruel Fae King
THIRD IN THE EXCLUSIVE E-BOOK TRILOGY by the author of the Dark Sword and Dark
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Warrior novels DONNA GRANT DAWN'S DESIRE A Dark King Story For centuries, the
immortals known as the Dragon Kings have hidden their shapeshifting powers from the world.
But when a mortal enemy threatens to expose them, the warrior Banan must leave his secret
lair in the Highlands, risk his life for the dragons within—and resist the temptations of human
love Jane Holden has never considered herself beautiful. But when the impossibly handsome
Banan casts his gaze upon her, smoldering with sensuality, she feels like the sexiest woman
on earth. Banan, however, is a man on a mission. He refuses to succumb to this modern
woman's charms—or his own desires. Two of his warrior brethren have already surrendered to
forbidden love. But as the danger closes in, Banan realizes that he needs to possess
Jane—mind, body, and soul. For she is more than his match. She is his destiny This is a story
of destiny and desire, magic and mystery, warriors and lovers. These are the forbidden
cravings of the Dark Kings. DARK CRAVING (Dark King #1) NIGHT'S AWAKENING (Dark
King #2) DAWN'S DESIRE (Dark King #3) Don't miss the connected series The Dark Warriors:
MIDNIGHT'S MASTER (#1) MIDNIGHT'S LOVER (#2) MIDNIGHT'S SEDUCTION (#3)
MIDNIGHT'S WARRIOR (#4)

The Dragon's Flame Sampler
Laith was powerless not to respond. Their eyes met again, held. He felt an uncontrollable,
undeniable pull to this woman and he fought against it. Hard. It was more than just lust.
Thisfeelingwas on another plane all together DARKNESS AND SECRETS SURROUND HIM
His name is Laith. To most, he's known as the owner of a local pub near Dreagan. But little do
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his patrons know that beneath his handsome, charming exterior Laith has the heart and soul of
a Dragon King-one who wields control by keeping his friends close and his enemies closer.
Until a beautiful, mysterious stranger enters the picture, and sets his whole world on fire SHE
IS HIS SALVATION To learn the truth about her dead father, Iona has returned to Scotland
only to learn that she's part of an ancient pact with Dreagan-one that will threaten the fragile
peace with the Dragon Kings. Gorgeous, sly Iona isn't like anyone Laith has ever met
beforeand she harbors a secret that others would kill to possess. Will she complete him-or
destroy him? Passion always comes with a pricein Hot Blooded by Donna Grant. The Dark
Kings series is: "ProvocativeLoaded with subtle emotions [and] sizzling chemistry."-RT Book
Reviews (4 stars) "Intenseenchanting[will] grab the reader's attention and won't let go." -Night
Owl Reviews (Top Pick)

Dragon King: A Dark Kings Novella
Darcy was floating on a cloud of pure passion. Everywhere he touched, Warrick was leaving a
mark on her, forever changing her. She could feel it through her skin and muscle, through bone
and into her soul. It was as if he was changing her. And she welcomed it Her power is a
blessing. Born on the Isle of Skye, Darcy is a beautiful woman of many gifts. Fortune-telling is
her forte, and she remains the only Druid who could unlock the secrets—and desires—of a
Dragon King. His name is Warrick. And now that Darcy's seen into his dragon heart, nothing
will ever be the sameHis passion is a curse. Warrick never intended to put Darcy in harm's
way. But ever since she revealed a shocking truth, Darcy has been hunted by the Dark Fae,
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who want to use her powers for their own evil purposes. Now it's up to Warrick to do whatever
it takes to keep the woman who sets his soul on fire safe. But protecting Darcy means putting
himself—and his entire race—in jeopardy. Is his desperate longing for one woman worth the
risk of losing everythingfor eternity? Dive into Soul Scorched, the sizzling next novel in the
Dark Kings series from New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant.

Darkest Flame
When she reluctantly accepts protection from Tristan, the newest Dragon King, pub owner
Sammi Miller, who is on the run from the mob, vows not to get too close to him, but she is
unable to resist the passion between them.

Stephen King Goes to the Movies
In Darkest Flame by Donna Grant, the Dark Kings have fought for centuries to preserve their
dragon magic. But one of the most powerful warriors of his kind will be put to the ultimate test.
Is he strong enough to resist his greatest temptations? Or will he be forced to surrender—body
and soul? HER BEAUTY IS A WEAPON. Denae Lacroix is a beautiful MI5 agent on a deadly
mission. Sent to the Scottish Highlands to spy on the mysterious Dreagan Industries, she
discovers too late that she's been set up—as human bait. She is an irresistible lure for a man
who has not seen or touched a woman for centuries. He is a man with a destiny—and a
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desire—that could destroy them both HIS PASSION IS A CURSE It's been twelve hundred
years since Kellan has walked among humans—and there's no denying the erotically charged
attraction he feels for Denae. But as a Dragon King, he is sworn to protect his secrets. Yet the
closer he gets to this smart, ravishing woman, the more her life is in danger. All it takes is one
reckless kiss to unleash a flood of desire, the fury of dragonsand the fiercest enemy of all.
"Time travel, ancient legends, and seductive romance are seamlessly interwoven into one
captivating package."—Publishers Weekly on the Dark Warrior series"Once again, Donna
Grant has given the readers a great story." —Night Owl Reviews Top Pick on MIDNIGHT'S
PROMISE

Midnight's Promise
Defenders against evil. Bound by the gods. The Dark Warriors are taking their battle from
ancient Scotland to the modern world—where a woman's love can set them free A MYSTERY
OUT OF TIME Gwynn Austin has no idea why her father has disappeared on a mysterious trip
to Scotland. When she goes on a desperate mission to search for him she finds more than she
bargains for in a ruggedly handsome, wickedly exciting Highlander who exudes danger and
mystery. And when she discovers her own link to Scotland, she'll have to trust her heart to help
lead her A LEGEND IN THE FLESH Propelled through time by powerful Druid Magic, Logan
Hamilton uses his immortality and powers of the god inside him to help prevent the awakening
of an ancient evil in the modern world. He never expects to find help in the form of a beautiful,
alluring, and all too tempting woman whose passion and strength matches his own. Together,
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Logan and Gywnn must fight for their love—before a demon from the past destroys them both
Don't miss the other Dark Warriors: MIDNIGHT'S LOVER, MIDNIGHT'S SEDUCTION and
MIDNIGHT'S WARRIOR. Available now. Also, the spin-off series and e-book exclusive, The
Dark Kings: DARK CRAVING (#1), NIGHT'S AWAKENING (#2) and DAWN'S DESIRE (#3).
Available now.

Dragonfire
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Gena Showalter comes a new story
in her Lords of the Underworld series… Fox is a demon-possessed immortal with many talents.
--Ability to open portals—check --Power to kill the most dangerous Sent Ones—check --Scare
away any man who might want to date her—mate Now, the keeper of Distrust has been
marked for death, a winged assassin with rainbow-colored eyes tracking her every move,
determined to avenge the males she accidentally decimated. If only she could control the
desire to rip off his clothes… Bjorn is a fierce warrior with many complications. --Tragic, torturefilled past—check --A wife he was forced to wed, who is draining his life force—check --Everintensifying desire for the enigmatic Fox—mate Never has he hesitated to exterminate an evil
being. Until now. The sharp-tongued female with a shockingly vulnerable heart tempts him in
ways no one else ever has, threatening his iron control. But, as Fate itself seems to conspire
against the unlikely pair, both old and new enemies emerge. And Fox and Bjorn must fight to
survive. And learn to love… **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new
readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s
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series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**

Darkest Highlander
SECOND IN THE EXCLUSIVE E-BOOK TRILOGY by the author of the Dark Sword and Dark
Warrior novels DONNA GRANT NIGHT'S AWAKENING A Dark King Story Fueled by dragon
magic, the dark immortal warriors were never meant to feel human desire, much less fall in
love. But when Guy, a member of an ancient order of shape-shifting warriors, meets Elena
Griffin—a mere mortal whose beauty and blind ambition shakes him to his core—all bets are
off Having left America to explore the Scottish Highlands, Elena suddenly finds herself lost in a
dark cave—alone, injured, and utterly hopelessuntil Guy appears from out of nowhere. Is she
dreaming her own rescue when she falls into his arms? A man—and a passion—this strong is
too good to be true. It's only a matter a time before she learns the truth about the flames in his
heart. And the dragon in his soul This is a story of destiny and desire, magic and mystery,
warriors and lovers. These are the forbidden cravings of the Dark Kings. DARK CRAVING
(Dark King #1) NIGHT'S AWAKENING (Dark King #2) DAWN'S DESIRE (Dark King #3) Don't
miss the connected series The Dark Warriors: MIDNIGHT'S MASTER (#1) MIDNIGHT'S
LOVER (#2) MIDNIGHT'S SEDUCTION (#3) MIDNIGHT'S WARRIOR (#4)
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